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Remain serene and call to mind 
that everything arises from conditions. 

     —Shantideva





redwood grove
the light that reaches us
upon waking

woodland shade lily spoken here



stripped from the bough an upsurge of examples

claw marks the lost knack of wonder



junco splinter of a sizable hunger

a decoy swept into categories

raw umber the hill’s shorthand for want



wet the ratio & wake the threshold spring mud

hold your glass against the syllable rain

sting medicine the lake’s blue diction



spots on his bone scan
the crows’ part 
in all of this

obsidian dark sigh and pick proof



nighthawks diving
this dark not the same
as that dark

the pallor of this candle pending

sutures of light
residue in the chamber
after namingbreathing out the abyss of an open flame



howling etched in the lung of an exit

granular forest nearest the bone windstone paths the making of a pilgrim

cloud shadow
where no mountain road
can take you



double muscle—
think humble weed
bulk wind

leverage & dosage a punch easy with vermillion 



CT scan the see through seen through

an ashen language in the drive-by of our bones

flesh afterimage of an unreadable page



winter sky the stop code of a crow

unfamiliar alphabet cleaning the talons of winter



wind kenneling cool & wide as the lake

grief tucks too simply lakeside

this winter intentionally left blank




